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Abstract13
Mesoscale dynamics of the Agulhas Current system determine the exchange between the14
Indian and Atlantic oceans, thereby influencing the global overturning circulation. Us-15
ing a series of ocean model experiments compared to observations we show that the rep-16
resentation of mesoscale eddies in the Agulhas ring path improves with increasing res-17
olution of submesoscale flows. Simulated submesoscale dynamics are validated with time-18
mean horizontal-wavenumber spectra from satellite sea-surface temperature measurements19
and mesoscale dynamics with spectra from sea-surface height. While the Agulhas ring20
path in a non-submesoscale resolving 1/20◦ configuration is associated with too less power21
spectral densities on all scales and too steep spectral slopes, the representation of the22
mesoscale dynamics improves when the diffusion and the dissipation of the model are23
reduced and some small-scale features are resolved. Realistic power spectral densities over24
all scales are achieved when additionally the horizontal resolution is increased to 1/60◦25
and a larger portion of the submesoscale spectrum is resolved. Results of an eddy-detection26
algorithm applied to the model outputs as well as to a gridded sea-surface height satel-27
lite product show that in particular strong cyclones are much better represented when28
submesoscale flows are resolved by the model. The validation of the submesoscale dy-29
namics with sea-surface temperature spectra provides guidance for the choice of advec-30
tion schemes and explicit diffusion and dissipation as well as for further subgrid-scale pa-31
rameterizations. For the Agulhas ring path, the use of upstream biased advection schemes32
without explicit diffusion and dissipation is found to be associated with realistically sim-33
ulated submesoscales.34
1 Introduction35
In the greater Agulhas region, the subtropical supergyre (Speich, Blanke, & Cai,36
2007) strongly exchanges water-masses between the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean. This37
has important implications for the global thermohaline circulation and in particular the38
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Beal et al., 2011; Biastoch, Bo¨ning, & Lut-39
jeharms, 2008; Speich et al., 2007; Weijer, De Ruijter, Sterl, & Drijfhout, 2002). The tur-40
bulent upper ocean inflow of Indian Ocean waters into the Atlantic, the ”Agulhas leak-41
age”, strongly controls the South Atlantic heat and salt budgets and thus its stratifica-42
tion (De Ruijter et al., 1999; Weijer et al., 2002). A part of this water reaches the South43
Atlantic western boundary and is transported into the equatorial current system where44
it is an important driver of decadal sea-surface temperature (SST) variability (Lu¨bbecke,45
Durgadoo, & Biastoch, 2015; Ru¨hs, Schwarzkopf, Speich, & Biastoch, 2018). In respect46
to the far-field influence, the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation is found to correlate with47
the strength of the Agulhas leakage with a lag of 15 years (Biastoch et al., 2015). This48
is consistent with the transit times from the Agulhas region into the North Atlantic de-49
rived by Ru¨hs, Durgadoo, Behrens, and Biastoch (2013).50
51
The Agulhas Current (AC) is the western boundary current of the subtropical gyre52
in the South Indian Ocean. It flows along the continental slope, separates from the Ag-53
ulhas Bank south of Africa, retroflects to the east, and forms the Agulhas Return Cur-54
rent (ARC) (Lutjeharms & Ansorge, 2001). With a transport rate of 70 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3s−1)55
and a core velocity of more than 2 ms−1 measured at the Agulhas Current time-series56
(ACT) section (Beal et al., 2011), the AC is the strongest western boundary current of57
the Southern Hemisphere. At the retroflection, large rings are shed that are referred to58
as Agulhas rings. With observed diameters of more than 500 km (Arhan, Mercier, & Park,59
2003) and available potential energy of up to 71 PJ (Goni, Garzoli, Roubicek, Olson,60
& Brown, 1997), Agulhas rings are among the largest and most energetic ocean eddies.61
After their shedding, they decay quickly to less than half of their initial size, mixing the62
bulk of their water mass properties into the surrounding Cape Basin (Boebel et al., 2003;63
De Ruijter et al., 1999). The Agulhas rings propagate north-westward into the South64
Atlantic partly due to the β-effect and partly due to the advection by the Benguela drift65
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(De Ruijter et al., 1999). They transport mass, momentum, heat, and salt from the In-66
dian into the Atlantic Ocean and are the dominant contribution to the Agulhas leakage67
(Lutjeharms, 2007). Agulhas rings are observed to extend from the surface to depths of68
about 2000 m (Casanova-Masjoan et al., 2017; McDonagh, Heywood, & Meredith, 1999).69
Close to their shedding region, they were even found to reach to the bottom (Van Aken70
et al., 2003) where they might contribute to the observed frequent occurrence of ben-71
thic storms (Cronin, Tozuka, Biastoch, Durgadoo, & Beal, 2013) interacting with the deep72
flow transporting North Atlantic Deep Water into the retroflection region (Arhan et al.,73
2003). These deep waters are found to be mainly transported by the deep ARC into the74
Indian Ocean (Arhan et al., 2003). Only a smaller portion of about 2-6 Sv contributes75
to the Agulhas Under Current (AUC) flowing north-eastward below the AC (Arhan et76
al., 2003; Beal & Bryden, 1997; Biastoch, Beal, Lutjeharms, & Casal, 2009; van Aken,77
Ridderinkhof, & de Ruijter, 2004).78
79
The Agulhas leakage is controlled on the large-scale by the southern boundary of80
the Indo-Atlantic subtropical supergyre - the subtropical front - that is determined by81
the location of the atmospheric subtropical convergence zone (Biastoch, Bo¨ning, Schwarzkopf,82
& Lutjeharms, 2009; Durgadoo, Loveday, Reason, Penven, & Biastoch, 2013). Region-83
ally, the Agulhas leakage is highly turbulent and a result of the complex and energetic84
meso- and submesoscale dynamics and their interaction with the large-scale dynamics85
in the Agulhas region (Biastoch, Lutjeharms, Bo¨ning, & Scheinert, 2008; Lutjeharms,86
2007). Around 30◦S, close to the Natal Bight, shallow slopes allow for mesoscale insta-87
bilities of the AC leading to the development of downstream propagating large mean-88
ders that are referred to as Natal Pulses (Lutjeharms & Roberts, 1988). Natal Pulses89
impact the separation point, the retroflection and the Agulhas ring shedding (Lutjeharms,90
Boebel, & Rossby, 2003; Schouten, De Ruijter, & Van Leeuwen, 2002; van Leeuwen, de91
Ruijter, & Lutjeharms, 2000). Furthermore, they are associated with cyclonic eddies with92
spatial scales of 100 - 200 km on their landward side (Gru¨ndlingh, 1979; Lutjeharms, Boebel,93
& Rossby, 2003). Large Natal Pulses are thought to result in early retroflections, where94
the AC separates already around 28◦E and flows directly along the eastern flank of the95
Agulhas Plateau (Lutjeharms & Van Ballegooyen, 1988). Between 30.5◦S and 34.0◦S,96
the very steep continental slope suppresses instabilities while the slope south of 34◦S is97
flatter (de Ruijter, Van Leeuwen, & Lutjeharms, 1999; Gru¨ndlingh, 1983).98
99
The region south of 34◦S is a key region for the Agulhas Current system where small-100
scale dynamics can have a large impact on the Agulhas leakage and thus on the global101
ocean. At the northern boundary of the AC, shear-edge instabilities lead to the forma-102
tion of meanders, shear-edge eddies, filaments, plumes, and submesoscale vorticies (Krug,103
Swart, & Gula, 2017; Lutjeharms, Boebel, & Rossby, 2003; Lutjeharms, Catzel, & Valen-104
tine, 1989; Lutjeharms, Penven, & Roy, 2003). The warm and salty plumes advected from105
the northern flank of the AC move either onto the Agulhas Bank or drift northwestward106
into the South Atlantic Ocean as ”Agulhas filaments” (Lutjeharms & Cooper, 1996). The107
filaments transport only 0.1 Sv (Lutjeharms, 2007) but provide about 13 % of the to-108
tal inter-ocean salt flux (Lutjeharms & Cooper, 1996) and thus are a minor but impor-109
tant contribution to the leakage of salt from the Indian Ocean. Meanders and shear-edge110
eddies grow in size to scales of 50-100 km travelling downstream (Lutjeharms et al., 1989).111
Shear-edge as well as Natal-Pulse related cyclones are observed to be either shed south-112
westward into the open ocean or to feed their vorticity into a lee eddy on the western113
side of the Agulhas bank (Boebel et al., 2003; Lutjeharms, Boebel, & Rossby, 2003; Pen-114
ven, Lutjeharms, Marchesiello, Roy, & Weeks, 2001). Lutjeharms, Penven, and Roy (2003)115
further found indication in a model that the shear-edge eddies and other passing cyclonic116
features are trapped between the eastern side of the Agulhas bank and the AC, provid-117
ing a pre-reservoir of cyclonic vorticity that irregularly leaks into the lee eddy. The lee118
eddy is observed to occasionally detach from the shelf (Penven et al., 2001) and to travel119
south-westward (Boebel et al., 2003). Concluding, the formation of Agulhas cyclones (shed-120
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ded shear-edge and Natal-Pulse related cyclones as well as detached lee eddies) and fil-121
aments is strongly linked to small-scale activity. Agulhas cyclones interact with anticy-122
clonic Agulhas rings (Boebel et al., 2003) and sometimes even trigger their shedding (Lut-123
jeharms, Boebel, & Rossby, 2003). This indicates also a dependence of anticyclonic Ag-124
ulhas rings and their shedding on small-scale flows. Further cyclones and anticyclones125
are found to form under strong interaction with smaller-scale flows in the frontal zone126
of the southern Benguela upwelling system and travel westwards where they interact with127
the Agulhas rings (Lutjeharms & Stockton, 1987; Rubio, Blanke, Speich, Grima, & Roy,128
2009).129
130
Recent high-resolution model studies found that submesoscale dynamics play an131
essential role in the mixing of Agulhas ring waters into the Cape Basin and thus in set-132
ting the properties of the water masses that are exported into the Atlantic (Capuano,133
Speich, Carton, & Blanke, 2018; Sinha, Balwada, Tarshish, & Abernathey, 2019). On134
the basis of a high-resolution regional model (1/108◦) for a very limited domain, Capuano,135
Speich, Carton, and Blanke (2018) found that submesoscale dynamics in the Cape Basin136
drive a strong exchange of both upper and intermediate waters of Atlantic and Indian137
Ocean origin. They conclude that the simulation of a realistic Indo-Atlantic exchange138
requires the resolution of a large portion of the submesoscale spectrum. Supporting these139
findings, Lagrangian analysis applied by Sinha et al. (2019) to a global 1/48◦ model showed140
substantial leakage of water through the boundaries of the mesoscale eddies in the Ag-141
ulhas region driven by high-frequency submesoscale flows.142
143
In this study, we investigate the impact of submesoscale flows on the dynamics of144
mesoscale eddies in the Agulhas region via model comparison. We use a nested modelling145
approach to achieve a submesoscale-permitting horizontal resolution: the implementa-146
tion of two-way interacting grid-refinements (”nests”) for the greater Agulhas region into147
global ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) with coarser resolution (”hosts”) (Bi-148
astoch, Sein, Durgadoo, Wang, & Danilov, 2018; Holton et al., 2017; Schwarzkopf et al.,149
2019). Several of such configurations have been developed within the INALT family (Schwarzkopf150
et al., 2019) with horizontal grid-refinements of down to 1/10◦ and 1/20◦ (i.a. INALT20r),151
as well as a double-nested configuration with 1/60◦ horizontal resolution (INALT60). In152
this study, we compare a non-submesoscale-permitting INALT20r simulation to paral-153
lel experiments where we gradually increase the vertical resolution, decrease the diffu-154
sion and the dissipation of the model and increase the horizontal resolution to resolve155
more and more small- and submesoscale flows. The model development is lead by a sys-156
tematic model validation down to the smallest resolved scales and results in a further157
developed submesoscale-permitting INALT60 that is shown to be in very good agree-158
ment with the observations. Commonly, OGCMs are validated by comparing the sim-159
ulated sea-surface height (SSH) anomaly to those of gridded products derived from along-160
track satellite altimetry as well as by comparing simulated and observed vertical sections161
through the large-scale currents, such as the ACT vertical section through the Agulhas162
(Under) Current (Beal, Elipot, Houk, & Leber, 2015). This common validation covers163
only the simulated large-scale circulation and integrated eddy activity. For a scale-dependent164
validation of the simulated mesoscale dynamics, we additionally compare the time-mean165
horizontal-wavenumber spectra of SSH from the model simulations with those from JASON-166
2 along-track measurements as well as of the SSH spectral slope from the simulations167
with predictions by quasi-geostrophic theory.168
169
Submesoscale flows are associated with Rossby numbers of order one (Thomas, Tan-170
don, & Mahadevan, 2008). The Rossby number is a measure of the influence of Earth’s171
rotation on the flow defined as Ro = |ζ/f |. Here ζ = ∂v/∂x − ∂u/∂y is the vertical172
component of the relative vorticity (u and v are the flow components in zonal (x) and173
meridional (y) direction) and f = 2Ω sinϕ is the planetary vorticity with the Earth’s174
rotation rate Ω = 7.2921 × 10−5 rads−1 and the latitude ϕ. The Rossby number as175
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well as the normalized relative vorticity ζ/f can thus be used to quantify and compare176
the occurrence of submesoscale currents in the model experiments. The validation against177
observations is however a challenging task. In-situ observations with a focus on subme-178
soscale dynamics have only been carried out in limited regions of the Agulhas region. Sub-179
mesoscale eddies with diameters of 10-20 km were observed at the inshore front of the180
AC with RAFOS floats (Lutjeharms, Boebel, & Rossby, 2003) and with seagliders (Krug181
et al., 2017). They were attributed to shear instabilities of the AC jet (Krug et al., 2017).182
The signal of present-day satellite altimetry exceeds the associated noise at scales larger183
than about 50 km in the greater Agulhas region (Dufau, Orsztynowicz, Dibarboure, Mor-184
row, & Le Traon, 2016). Dufau et al. (2016) further point out that in winter-time, when185
the submesoscale dynamics are most active (Callies, Ferrari, Klymak, & Gula, 2015), the186
rough sea state shifts this signal-equals-noise scale to even larger scales. Present-day al-187
timetry is thus not able to resolve submesoscale dynamics. Very high-resolution (order188
of tens of meter) satellite observations of reflectance and derivable products such as chloro-189
phyll concentration, are hard to interpret in terms of the underlying ocean dynamics and190
are not comparable to models without biogeochemical components. One of the few re-191
maining possibilities today for an area-covering validation of submesoscale mixed-layer192
dynamics with satellite products is the analysis of its imprint into the SST field. For this193
study, we apply spatial spectral analysis to Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-194
ter (MODIS) data with a horizontal resolution of about 1 km and compare the time-mean195
spectra to those from the models. The spectral approach applied to both SST and SSH196
provides a scale-dependent model validation and comparison from the largest simulated197
scales down to the smallest submesoscales resolvable with a 1/60◦ model. Moreover, the198
validation with SST spectra can justify or guide the choice of explicit diffusion and dis-199
sipation, advection schemes as well as the development of new subgrid-scale parameter-200
izations.201
202
The paper is structured in the following way: In section 2, the model configura-203
tions and experiments are described in detail and evaluated with respect to the simu-204
lation of submesoscale flows with Rossby numbers of order one. Subsequently, the sim-205
ulated ocean dynamics are compared and validated against observations: the submesoscale206
dynamics with horizontal-wavenumber SST spectra from swath data in section 3, the large-207
scale circulation and the integrated eddy activity with a gridded SSH product and a ver-208
tical section of in-situ observations in section 4, and the mesoscale dynamics with horizontal-209
wavenumber SSH spectra from along-track data as well as with an eddy detection algo-210
rithm applied to a gridded SSH product in section 5. A conclusion and discussion of the211
results is provided in section 6.212
2 Model Configurations and the Simulation of Submesoscale Dynam-213
ics214
The hydrostatic and Boussinesq-approximated primitive equations are solved with215
the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMOv3.6) (Madec & the NEMO team,216
2014). The NEMO model configurations used for this study are part of the INALT fam-217
ily (Schwarzkopf et al., 2019). In this section, we give an overview of the used model con-218
figurations. For more details, we refer to Schwarzkopf et al. (2019). The INALT config-219
urations are global ocean general circulation models with horizontal grid refinements for220
the greater Agulhas region and adjacent ocean basins. The global ocean is simulated build-221
ing on the configuration ORCA025 (Barnier et al., 2006) and consists of an ocean gen-222
eral circulation model coupled to the viscous-plastic sea ice model Louvain-la-Nueve Ice223
Model (LIM2) (Fichefet & Maqueda, 1997). For the discretization, a time-step of 20 min-224
utes and an Arakawa C-grid (Arakawa & Lamb, 1977) are used. Horizontally, the host225
grid has an eddy-permitting resolution of 1/4◦ distributed on a tripolar grid with poles226
located at the South Pole and over Siberia and Canada to avoid singularities at the ge-227
ographical North Pole. Vertically, 46 and 120 z-levels were used with a partial cell at the228
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bottom (25 m minimum vertical extent) to improve the influence of bathymetry on the229
dynamics of the ocean (Barnier et al., 2006). The vertical distribution of the z-levels is230
shown in Figure 4 and the data-set used for the ORCA025 bathymetry is described in231
Barnier et al. (2006). ORCA025 uses free-slip lateral momentum boundary condition for232
the component parallel to the boundary and no-normal flow condition.233
234
For tracer advection, the total variance dissipation (TVD) scheme (Zalesak, 1979)235
has been used and for momentum advection, the vector invariant form (VI) with energy-236
and enstrophy-conserving (EEN) scheme (Arakawa & Hsu, 1990) for the vorticity term.237
As the original EEN scheme has been shown to be associated with symmetric instabil-238
ities of the computational kind (Ducousso, Le Sommer, Molines, & Bell, 2017), a Hollingsworth-239
corrected version was used (Hollingsworth, K˚allberg, Renner, & Burridge, 1983). The240
numerical diffusion and dissipation associated with both advection schemes are assisted241
by explicit horizontal diffusion and dissipation terms in the primitive equations. For trac-242
ers, an isoneutral Laplacian scheme with a nominal horizontal eddy diffusivity of 300 m2s−1243
was used. For momentum, a horizontal bilaplacian scheme with a nominal horizontal eddy244
viscosity of −1.5 × 1011 m4s−1 was applied. Vertical diffusion and dissipation is rep-245
resented with a 1.5-level turbulent kinetic energy scheme (Blanke & Delecluse, 1993).246
The downward flux of horizontal momentum at the bottom is parameterized as CDuh,btm
√
u2btm + v
2
btm + 247
with the bottom drag coefficient CD = 0.001, the horizontal velocity vector in the bot-248
tom grid cell uh,btm = (ubtm, vbtm), and  = 0.0025 m
2s−1 accounting for unresolved249
currents due to tides, internal wave breaking, and others. A diffusive scheme with a hor-250
izontal mixing coefficient of 1000 m2s−1 is used for the parameterization of the effect of251
the bottom boundary layer dynamics on tracers.252
253
For the configuration INALT20r, a horizontal grid refinement of five and a tem-254
poral refinement of 3 with respect to the host grid is applied, resulting in a horizontal255
resolution of 1/20◦ (≈ 4.5 km) and a nest time-step of 400 s for the greater Agulhas256
region (6◦S − 50◦S, 20◦W − 70◦E, see Fig. 1). The nesting is done with the two-way257
nesting scheme Adaptive Grid Refinement in FORTRAN (AGRIF) (Debreu, Vouland,258
& Blayo, 2008) enabling an active interaction between both grids and a two-way exchange259
of signals through the boundary of the nest. In contrast to the global host grid, a no-260
slip boundary condition is used for the horizontal momentum within the nest. The no-261
slip condition is the more physical one as the velocities vanish at the resting sea-floor.262
The free-slip condition was nevertheless used for the coarse-resolution host grid as else263
the simulated boundary current transports are too weak. For the high-resolution nest264
of a comparable 1/20◦ configuration, Schwarzkopf et al. (2019) found only minor changes265
of the Agulhas Current and Agulhas Undercurrent transports when the side-wall bound-266
ary condition is switched from free- to no-slip. Thus, for this study, the no-slip lateral267
boundary is used for the nests. Eddy diffusivity is linearly scaled down from the host268
grid values to 60 m2s−1 and viscosity is quadratically scaled down to −6×109 m4s−1.269
The bathymetry for the nest is generated via interpolation from the ETOPO1 bathymetry270
(www.earthmodels.org/data-and-tool/topography/etopo). The initial conditions, for the271
experiments of this study, are taken from a 30-year spin-up of INALT20r that was ini-272
tialized with climatological temperature and salinity fields from Steele, Morley, and Er-273
mold (2001). It was spun up from 1980 to 2009 under atmospheric forcing and bulk for-274
mulas developed for the Co-ordinated Ocean-Ice Reference Experiments (CORE2) (Griffies275
et al., 2009; Large & Yeager, 2009). The forcing variables are prescribed with a 2◦-spatial276
resolution. Atmospheric temperature, wind speed, and humidity are prescribed 6-hourly,277
radiation daily, and precipitation monthly. A vertical axis with 46 z-levels (L46) and a278
resolution of 6 m near the surface to 250 m in the deep ocean has been used for this in-279
tegration (Fig. 4). All of the following four experiments start on January 1st 2010 from280
the spin-up fields and are integrated under JRA55-do(v1.3) forcing (Tsujino et al., 2018)281
from 2010 to 2017. JRA55-do provides surface forcing in a temporal and horizontal res-282
olution of 3 h and 0.5◦. Since a large part of the spectrum of submesoscale flows evolve283
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at time scales shorter than a day (McWilliams, 2016), its representation in the simula-284
tion is expected to improve with a better-resolved daily cycle in the forcing. The fast285
evolution of submesoscale dynamics is also accompanied by the need for high-frequent286
model output which is written as 4-hour means for the surface grid cells. For the horizontal-287
wavenumber spectra, an additional sea-surface snapshot is written every 5 d at noon (UTC)288
into the model output.289
Figure 1. The nesting set-up of INALT60: A global 1/4◦ horizontal resolution host grid (a))
with a 1/20◦ nest (b)) and a secondary 1/60◦ nest (c)). INALT20r is the same configuration
without the secondary nest. Shading shows the sea-surface temperature (SST) in ◦C simulated
with INALT60 on model date Aug 11 2015, 12 PM (UTC). For the host grid and the first nest,
the centered 5d mean is shown and for the secondary nest the model snapshot. The black boxes
show the location of the nests. White crosses in the lower panel show the location of the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment CTD measurements that are used by Stewart et al. (2017) to
derive the requirements for the vertical grid spacing as shown in Figure 4. All land backgrounds
that are shown in this paper are taken from Blue Marble Next Generation (Sto¨ckli et al., 2005).
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
2.1 The Non-Submesoscale-Resolving 1/20◦ Experiment (INALT20r.L46.HighDiff)299
The first experiment is performed with the described configuration with 46 verti-300
cal levels and is called INALT20r.L46.HighDiff to highlight the horizontal and vertical301
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resolution as well as the diffusion and dissipation set-up. This reference experiment is302
strongly eddying but permits almost no submesoscale flows. Ro > 1 are found to oc-303
cur only barely in INALT20r.L46.HighDiff (Fig. 2a); on average in only 0.17 % of the304
domain area (Fig. 2b). A snapshot of the surface Rossby number on the model day Septem-305
ber 4th 2012 shows that even in the Southern Hemisphere winter, when the submesoscales306
should be most active (Callies et al., 2015), the surface flow is mainly associated with307
low Rossby numbers and small scale features are almost absent from the simulation (Fig.308
3a). There are no submesoscale flows simulated in the Agulhas ring path. Only some smaller-309
scale currents are found in the retroflection and occasionally east of the AC. The time-310
series of Ro > 1 shows only a very weak seasonal cycle (Fig. 2b).311
Figure 2. a) The area coverage of the surface relative vorticity ζ normalized by the planetary
vorticity f in % for the period 2012-2017 for the core Agulhas region shown in Figure 1c. Filled
areas show the range of ±1 standard deviation σ. The analysis is based on model snapshots. b)
The time-series of the area coverage of Rossby numbers Ro = |ζ/f | > 1 in the same region shown
for each model with the same color as in a).
312
313
314
315
316
2.2 Increasing the Vertical Resolution (INALT20r.L120.HighDiff)320
Increasing horizontal resolution provides the potential for resolving smaller-scale321
currents. To achieve this, it is necessary that the vertical resolution resolves at least the322
vertical structure of the horizontal flows (Stewart et al., 2017). Under the assumption323
that baroclinic modal basis functions represent the vertical structure of the horizontal324
flows, requirements for the vertical resolution to resolve each mode can be derived from325
CTD measurements by demanding that the model grid at the location of the measure-326
ment has to be associated in the vertical with at least three cells between each pair of327
modal function zero-crossings as well as between the surface (bottom) and the nearest328
zero-crossing (Stewart et al., 2017). The respective requirements for each mode derived329
by Stewart et al. (2017) from World Ocean Circulation Experiment observations are shown330
in Figure 4 for the measurement within the core Agulhas region (Fig. 1c). If the verti-331
cal grid spacing at a specific depth is smaller than the requirements, the respective mode332
is resolved by the vertical grid. Only the first baroclinic mode is resolved with L46 (Fig.333
4). With reference to the requirements derived by Stewart et al. (2017), we construct334
a new vertical grid spacing with 120 vertical levels (L120) that resolves the third baro-335
clinic mode almost everywhere.336
Near the surface and in the deep ocean, the vertical grid spacing is chosen inde-342
pendently from the baroclinic mode approach. A further requirement for the vertical grid343
spacing is that it shall permit the processes in the mixed-layer even in summer when the344
mixed-layer depth is occasionally less than 20 m in the Agulhas region (de Boyer Monte´gut,345
Madec, Fischer, Lazar, & Iudicone, 2004). Thus, we placed 10 vertical levels in the up-346
per 20 m with a minimum grid spacing of 1 m at the surface. Capuano, Speich, Carton,347
and Laxenaire (2018) argue that a uniform vertical grid spacing of about 50 m - in par-348
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Figure 3. Snapshots of the surface Rossby number on model date SEP 4th 2012 12.00 PM
(UTC) for a) INALT20r.L46.HighDiff, b) INALT20r.L120.HighDiff c) INALT20r.L120.LowDiff, d)
INALT60 and e) a zoom from INALT60 for the region marked in d).
317
318
319
ticular at intermediate depths - is needed for the realistic simulation of the exchange of349
Indian and Atlantic Ocean intermediate waters. As a compromise with respect to com-350
putational costs and the near-surface focus of this study, we gradually increase the ver-351
tical grid spacing to a maximum of 100 m in the deep ocean. The L120 experiment is352
named INALT20r.L120.HighDiff. Ro > 1 is found to occur as rarely as with L46 (Fig.353
2a and 2b) and small-scale features show up again only occasionally in the respective winter-354
time snapshot of near-surface Ro (Fig. 3b). As also the results of almost all other anal-355
yses, we present in this paper, are similar for L46 and L120, the results for INALT20r.L46.HighDiff356
are not discussed explicitly but are shown in the figures throughout the paper. The sim-357
ilar results do not imply that the increase in vertical resolution is not important for the358
simulation of small-scale flows. We hypothesize that a too high model diffusion and dis-359
sipation inhibits the simulation of small-scale flows and thus masks the effect of an in-360
crease in vertical resolution.361
2.3 Reducing the Diffusion and the Dissipation of the Model (INALT20r.L120.LowDiff)362
The diffusion and the dissipation of the model are further constraints for the sim-363
ulation of the small-scale flows that are potentially resolved by the given horizontal and364
vertical grid spacing. The model diffusion (dissipation) is the combined effect of numer-365
ical and explicit diffusion (dissipation) in the primitive equations. The diffusion (dissi-366
pation) removes tracer variance (kinetic energy) mainly from the smaller scales. The nu-367
merical diffusion (dissipation) depends on the choice of the advection schemes for tracer368
(momentum). For the combination TVD/VI, the numerical contribution has to be as-369
sisted by additional explicit diffusion and dissipation to avoid the excitation of spurious370
numerical modes. In the configurations above, the explicit horizontal diffusion (dissipa-371
tion) is realized as an Laplacian (Bilaplacian) operator, applied to the model solution372
multiplied by a constant diffusion (dissipation) coefficient. The coefficients have to be373
large enough to prevent numerical instabilities everywhere in the model domain. Short374
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Figure 4. The vertical grid spacing as a function of depth for the 46 vertical levels (L46)
and the 120 vertical levels (L120). Crosses show the requirements on the vertical grid spacing
to resolve the first, second and third baroclinic mode as derived by Stewart et al. (2017) from
CTD measurements at the locations shown in Figure 1c. The right panel shows a zoom into the
near-surface box marked in the left panel.
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sensitivity experiments with INALT60 showed that the small scales are still strongly damped375
with TVD/VI when the coefficients are tuned to a minimum value protecting the sim-376
ulation from numerical instability (not shown). By contrast, a sensitivity test with a flux-377
form third-order upstream biased scheme (UBS) (Farrow & Stevens, 1995; Madec & the378
NEMO team, 2014; Webb, De Cuevas, & Richmond, 1998) for both tracer and momen-379
tum without explicit diffusion and without explicit dissipation showed no exertation of380
numerical modes and a conservation of the small-scale energy down to scales of about381
10 km. UBS schemes do not require additional explicit diffusion and dissipation to keep382
the simulation numerically stable. We perform an experiment where we switch in the383
nest from TVD/VI with explicit diffusion and dissipation to UBS without explicit dif-384
fusion and dissipation. On the host grid we keep the TVD/VI set-up as described above.385
We refer to the experiment as INALT20r.L120.LowDiff. The model time-steps had to386
be decreased to 15 min in the host grid and to 150 s in the nest to run the simulation.387
388
In the winter-time snapshot of near-surface Ro, small eddies, sharp fronts and other389
smaller-scale currents occur more often compared to the previous configurations - espe-390
cially in regions where mesoscale activity is strongest (Fig. 3c). Small-scale activity is391
now also found in the Agulhas ring path, mainly between the rings, as well as south of392
the ARC. Ro > 1 still occurs on average in only 0.27 % of the domain area (Fig. 2a393
and 2b) and shows up only occasionally in the winter-time snapshot (Fig. 3c), indicat-394
ing that most of these smaller scale flows are close to geostrophic balance. The time-series395
of the area coverage of Ro > 1 shows, although weak, the typical seasonal cycle of sub-396
mesoscale activity (Fig. 2b).397
2.4 Increasing the Horizontal Resolution (INALT60)398
Within INALT20r, a secondary nest with a horizontal resolution of 1/60◦ (≈ 1.5 km)399
is implemented covering the core Agulhas region (0◦E − 40◦E, 25◦S − 45◦S, see Fig.400
1), together constituing the configuration INALT60. The INALT60 experiment presented401
by Schwarzkopf et al. (2019) was a first sensitivity study with respect to the horizontal402
resolution simulating the 1980s. Here, we build on their work and use a further devel-403
oped INALT60 with L120, UBS advection schemes, JRA55-do forcing, and an integra-404
tion period from 2010 to 2017. The submesoscale permitting INALT60 simulation is the405
main experiment for this study and performed as the fourth parallel simulation. Again,406
two-way nesting is provided by AGRIF and the bathymetry is interpolated from ETOPO1407
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which has also a resolution of 1/60◦. From INALT60, we write both 4h-means and 5d-408
snapshots for the upper 250 m of the secondary nest. In INALT60, small scale motions409
are simulated all over the greater Agulhas Region (Fig. 2f). Strongest small-scale activ-410
ity is again found, where the mesoscale eddy activity is strongest. The distribution of411
ζ/f shows the typical skewness towards cyclonic motions at higher Ro (Rudnick, 2001).412
Ro > 1 occur much more often than in the 1/20◦ configurations (on average 0.93 % of413
the area) and show a very pronounced seasonal cycle (Fig. 2b). Although Rossby num-414
bers of up to 15 occur in the simulation, most of the smaller scale flows have Ro < 3415
(Fig. 3e) and thus still have a large geostrophically balanced component. The success416
in simulating submesoscale dynamics is attributed to the combination of higher verti-417
cal and horizontal resolution and the reduction of the diffusion and dissipation. The pre-418
viously described 1/20◦ experiments and several short sensitivity experiments showed419
a strongly reduced ability to simulate submesoscale flows if only one or two of these pa-420
rameters are changed.421
422
For all experiments, the 3D-averaged kinetic energy density (here not shown) within423
the region of the secondary nest reaches a new stable level after a two year secondary424
spin-up. Thus, we mainly analyze the model period from 2012 to 2017 in this study.425
3 Validating Submesoscale Dynamics with Sea-Surface Temperature426
Spectra427
In this section, we validate the simulated submesoscale dynamics by comparing its428
time-mean horizontal-wavenumber sea-surface temperature (SST) spectrum and its char-429
acteristics to those derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)430
(Minnett, Evans, Kearns, & Brown, 2002) swath measurements provided by NASA AQUA431
(NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Ocean Ecology Laboratory, Ocean Biology Pro-432
cessing Group, 2016a) and TERRA (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Ocean Ecol-433
ogy Laboratory, Ocean Biology Processing Group, 2016b) satellites. MODIS bulk SST434
is estimated from skin SST in the 11 µm-thermal infrared band. It is available twice a435
day with a horizontal resolution of about 1 km. The MODIS data is classified to be ei-436
ther ”best”, ”good”, ”questionable”, ”bad” or ”not processed”. The latter two categories437
mainly represent the presence of clouds and are excluded from the analysis. A swath with438
extraordinary good quality taken on October 30th 2017 of the northeastern Agulhas ring439
path is partly shown in Figure 5a and compared to an INALT60 snapshot (Fig. 5b). Sub-440
mesoscale features such as fronts, filaments and small scale eddies can be seen in both441
the model solution and the observations. Submesoscale cold-core eddies are found in both442
data-sets, for example around 15.0◦E, 35.8◦S (marked by the arrows in Figures 5a and443
5b). The respective absolute value of the SST gradient |∇hSST | (Fig. 5c and 5d) is a444
measure of the horizontal-wavenumber SST power spectral density (PSD). It is of com-445
parable strength in the simulation and the observations. The MODIS swath however shows446
features of even smaller scales than in INALT60. A week earlier on October 22nd 2017,447
a swath with very large cloud free areas was taken. The SST gradients are shown in Fig-448
ure 5e and compared to INALT60 (Fig. 5f). The model SST gradients are too strong449
in the retroflection region as well as along the subtropical SST front. Time-mean SST450
from gridded (9 km horizontal-resolution,) day- and nighttime MODIS products (NASA451
Goddard Space Flight Center, Ocean Ecology Laboratory, Ocean Biology Processing Group,452
2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2015d) for the period 2012 - 2017 shows the location of the sub-453
tropical front around ≈ 39◦S west of 14◦E and ≈ 43◦S east of 14◦E (contours in Fig-454
ure 6a). We expect that the model is associated with too large PSD in these regions.455
To investigate the spatial distribution of the spectral characteristics, the Agulhas464
region is subdivided into subregions of 4◦×4◦ (squares in Fig. 6a and Fig. 5). For both465
the model and the observations, the data of each subregion is treated separately. First,466
the noise of the MODIS data is reduced by applying a two-dimensional running mean467
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with a box length of five data points to each swath within the subregion. Subsequently,468
for each subregion and each swath (model snapshot), the geographical coordinates are469
transformed into Cartesian coordinates using the European Petroleum Survey Group Geodesy470
numbers 4326 (World Geodetic System 1984) and 3395 (Cartesian). After that, the data471
is linearly interpolated onto a regular grid with 1 km grid-spacing and scanned for cloud-472
free lines longer than 200 km in both quasi-zonal and quasi-meridional directions. The473
data is not used for the spectral analysis in the respective subregion, if there are less than474
100 of such lines in one swath (model snapshot) within the subregion (and thus if more475
than ≈ 90 % of the subregion is cloud-covered). In particular south of 41◦S only about476
400 useful swaths are found for the period 2012 - 2017 for each subregion (Fig. 6a). If477
there are more than 100 cloud-free lines longer than 200 km in the swath within the sub-478
region, in both horizontal directions a one dimensional horizontal-wavenumber spectrum479
is computed for each of these lines. For the computation of the each spectrum, mean and480
trend are subtracted and the data is multiplied by a Hanning window and an associated481
amplitude correcting factor of 2. To average spectra based on data lines with different482
length L, the data line is zero-padded to a total length of 3000 km before, which is not483
exceeded within the analysis. Afterwards, the one-dimensional discrete Fourier trans-484
form is computed using the python numpy fast fourier transform algorithm. The PSD485
is then computed as the squared absolute value of the first half of the Fourier transform486
normalized by the original length L. Values for wavelengths λ > L/2 are removed as487
they are strongly reduced by the Hanning window. For the model experiments, the spec-488
tral analysis is applied to snapshots every 5d at noon (UTC). Similar to the observations,489
the spectral analysis is applied to quasi-zonal and quasi-meridional data lines on the reg-490
ular Cartesian grid, the model output is interpolated on. The spatial-mean spectra within491
each subregion for both the models and the observations are averaged over the period492
2012 - 2017. To avoid a potential temporal bias in the observations due to a seasonal cy-493
cle in cloud cover, monthly averages are calculated before the total time average. We re-494
fer to half the horizontal wavelength as the horizontal scale, as in the Fourier analysis495
the amplitude of quasi-elliptic features, such as eddies, imprint to a wavelength that is496
about twice as large as the horizontal extend of the features.497
Maps of the mean spectral slope for the 20 - 50 km scale band show a compara-507
ble pattern for INALT60 and the observations (Fig.6, left): steeper slopes of about k−2.5508
are found for the AC, the retroflection, the upwelling region west of Africa, the ARC and509
the area east of the AC and shallower slopes close to k−2.1 in the Agulhas ring path. The510
slopes in the Agulhas ring path are found to be slightly shallower in the model than in511
the observations, while in the region of the southwest Indian Ocean subgyre slightly steeper512
slopes are found in the model. The largest differences are found in the southernmost part513
of the domain south of 41◦S, where the cloud cover is very large (Fig.7a). Maps of the514
mean PSD in the same scale band show again a similar pattern for INALT60 and the515
observations (Fig.6, right): large PSD in the upwelling region, the AC and ARC as well516
as the retroflection and south of the Agulhas ring path. However, the PSD is much larger517
in INALT60 in the region of the retroflection as well as along the subtropical front, while518
it is associated with the same amplitude in other regions such as the Agulhas ring path519
or the subgyre region (Fig.6, bottom right panel). This is consistent with the compar-520
ison of the SST gradient snapshots (Fig.5c-f).521
522
The Agulhas ring path is a region where the spectral characteristics of INALT60523
are found to agree very well with the observations. Consistently, the time-mean spec-524
trum of INALT60, derived for a 9◦×8◦ region in the Agulhas ring path with the same525
procedure as described above for 4◦×4◦ subregions, is almost identical to the one from526
MODIS (Fig.7a). Both spectra follow an almost straight line down to scales of 15 km527
with a slope of k−2, where k is the wavenumber. At 8 km, the spectrum of INALT60 drops528
strongly due to the dominant effect of the diffusion and the dissipation of the model. Be-529
low these scale, the spectrum from MODIS is associated with more PSD than INALT60530
consistent with that smaller features are covered by the observations. In INALT20r.L120.HighDiff531
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almost no small-scale flows are simulated in the Agulhas ring path. Consistently, its spec-532
trum is below 100 km associated with a too steep slope and thus too less PSD. When533
the diffusion and dissipation of the model are reduced (INALT20r.L120.LowDiff), the534
spectrum is found to be in good agreement with the observations down to 25 km. This535
scale can further be identified as the scale, where the SST spectra of the 1/20◦ simula-536
tions drop due to the dominant effect of the model diffusion and dissipation.537
The region of the retroflection is found to be a region of steeper spectral slopes (≈541
k−2.5) and larger PSD. While the slopes are similar for INALT60 and MODIS, in the542
model the PSD is too large. The time-mean spectrum of INALT60, derived for a 9◦×543
8◦ domain in this region follows a straight line parallel to the one of MODIS down to544
15 km (Fig.7b). In this region, all 1/20◦ experiments show a similar spectra that is in545
good agreement with the one of INALT60 down to 25 km. This is consistent with a pres-546
ence of smaller-scale flows in the region of the retroflection in all experiments.547
548
Concluding, the validation indicates that submesoscale dynamics and their regional549
differences are well represented in INALT60. However, a lack of SST damping is found550
for the region of the retroflection and the subtropical front. For INALT60 and INALT20r,551
8 km and 25 km have been identified as the scales, where the effect of the model diffu-552
sion and dissipation gets dominant.553
4 Differences in Large Scale Dynamics and Integrated Eddy Activity554
For all four model experiments, the pattern of the simulated large-scale near-surface555
Agulhas Current system compares well with observations. Simulated SSH anomalies, av-556
eraged from daily data for the period 2012-2017, show a very good agreement with the557
satellite-derived daily L4 product provided by the Copernicus Marine and Environment558
Monitoring Service CMEMS (Fig.8, left). Location and strength of the SSH gradient as-559
sociated with the AC, its separation as well as the ARC compare well with the obser-560
vations. Moreover, the meanders of the time-mean ARC are more or less at the observed561
locations and the Agulhas Ring path, identifiable as a region of enhanced SSH anomaly,562
has the observed extent. While in INALT20r.L120.LowDiff and INALT60, the amplitude563
of the SSH anomalies in the Agulhas ring path is closer to the observations, the time-564
mean retroflection extends in both experiments too far south.565
566
The temporal standard deviation of the SSH is a measure of the integrated geostrophic567
eddy activity. Its overall patterns are generally in good agreement with the observations,568
as expected from the good agreement of the time-mean SSH (Fig.8, middle). Deviations569
from the observations are found in the retroflection where the 1/20◦ experiments show570
too much eddy activity, while the amplitude in INALT60 compares well. In the Agul-571
has ring path, the SSH variability of INALT60 is strongest and closest to the observa-572
tions. Also very regional features, such as the observed small region of enhanced eddy573
activity south of the Agulhas Bank around 35◦S, 24◦E, that is driven by instabilities574
of the inshore front of the AC (Lutjeharms, Penven, & Roy, 2003), is captured very well575
in size and amplitude in INALT60. North of the ARC, all experiments slightly under-576
estimate the observed SSH variability. The excess southward extend of the retroflection,577
in particular in INALT60, is consistently associated with more eddy activity compared578
to the observations. Due to the short integration period it is unclear whether this and579
other regional differences are systematic or only due to the strong nonlinearities in the580
Agulhas Current system. Further, the along-track satellite measurements are interpo-581
lated both in space and time for the daily gridded product, which is thus only an approx-582
imation for the true daily means. Both arguments highlight the limitations of the val-583
idation of the eddy field with the standard deviation of gridded SSH and the need for584
a statistically more robust approach applied directly to along-track data (see Sec. 5).585
586
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Table 1. Time-mean transports in Sv of the Agulhas Current (AC) and Agulhas Under Cur-
rent (AUC) at the ACT section (see Fig.8)
634
635
Observed Period Full Period
(May 2010 to February 2013) (2010 - 2017)
AC AUC AC AUC
INALT20r.L46.HighDiff 84± 19 3.5± 3.1 76± 23 4.0± 3.7
INALT20r.L120.HighDif 70± 20 3.6± 2.6 69± 24 4.4± 3.5
INALT20r.L120.LowDiff 70± 25 6.6± 5.5 71± 29 6.6± 5.4
INALT60.L120.LowDiff 73± 26 6.5± 5.2 67± 27 6.5± 5.8
Observations (Beal et al., 2015) 78± 31 7.0± 5.1 - -
The comparison of the time-mean cross-section velocity of the AC at the ACT sec-587
tion with observations by Beal et al. (2015) for the period from May 2010 to February588
2013 shows for all experiments a very good agreement with respect to the strength and589
the vertical extend of the AC (Fig. 8, right). The 30 cms−1 isotach extends down to about590
1000 m and the 5 cms−1 isotach down to about 1800 m. The horizontal extend of the591
AC is not comparable for such a short time period, as it strongly depends on the non-592
linear recirculation from the ARC into the AC (Biastoch et al., 2018). The time-mean593
AC transports in the simulations have values between 70 Sv and 84 Sv in the respec-594
tive time period and compare well with the observed value of 78 Sv (Tab.1). The AC595
transport is here defined as the ”southwestward” barotropic cross-section transport in-596
tegrated vertically and from the coast to the distance where the time-mean barotropic597
cross-section transport changes its sign (Beal et al., 2015). Due to the nonlinearities of598
the Agulhas system, the transports of the model experiments and the observations are599
not correlated in time (not shown). INALT20r.L120.LowDiff and INALT60 are associ-600
ated with temporal standard deviations of the AC transport of about 25 Sv which is higher601
than values of about 20 Sv for the high-diffusion/dissipation experiments, but smaller602
than 31 Sv derived from the observations (Tab.1). The AC transport in INALT60 is clos-603
est to the observations.604
For the representation of the AUC below the AC, a gradual improvement is found616
from INALT20r.L120.HighDiff to INALT60. Largest improvements are found when the617
diffusion and the dissipation are reduced while only a minor change is found when the618
horizontal resolution is increased. INALT20r.L120.HighDiff is associated with a weak time-619
mean AUC of less than 4 cms−1 that is only found in the first 150 km from the coast620
(Fig.8c). With reduced diffusion and dissipation, near the bottom several AUC cores are621
found. Their extend from the coast of 200 km is in agreement with the observations. The622
simulated multi-core structure does not have to be unrealistic, owing to the interpola-623
tion of the observations. The main core at the slope is associated with time-mean ve-624
locities of more than 5 cms−1, which are below the observed 9 cms−1. The reduction625
of the diffusion and the dissipation is nevertheless associated with about a doubling of626
the AUC transport averaged over the observed period as well as its standard deviation627
from 3.6± 2.6 Sv to 6.6± 5.5 Sv which is close to the observed 7.0± 5.1 Sv (Tab.1).628
The AUC transport is here defined as the ”northeastward” cross-section transport be-629
low 2000 m depth integrated vertically and from the coast to a distance of 200 km. In630
INALT60, both the horizontal extent and the maximum time-mean velocities of more631
than 8 cms−1 (Fig.8i), as well as an AUC transport of 6.5±5.2 Sv (Tab.1) are very close632
to the observations.633
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5 Submesoscale Impacts on the Mesoscale Dynamics636
5.1 SSH Spectra637
In this section, we validate the time-mean horizontal-wavenumber spectra of sea-638
surface height (SSH) from the model experiments against those from Native GDR-D Jason-639
2 L3 along-track SSH anomalies from 2012 - 2015. The Ssalto/Duacs altimeter products640
were produced and distributed by CMEMS (http://www.marine.copernicus.eu). The SSH641
anomalies are available every 10d with a resolution of about 5.1 km and are referenced642
to the mean SSH product CLS01 (Hernandez & Schaeffer, 2001). We excluded the data643
from 2016 and later from the analysis as the satellite orbit has been changed in Octo-644
ber 2016. The location of the observed tracks are shown in Figure 10. To investigate the645
regional distribution of the spectral slope, we divide the Agulhas region into 4×13 sub-646
regions oriented at the crossings of the measurement tracks (Fig. 10). The geographi-647
cal coordinates of the data from observations and models are transformed into Carte-648
sian coordinates and the data is interpolated onto a regular 1-km spacing. One spectrum649
is computed for every measured track within each sub-region. In the rare case of data650
gaps, for each segment longer 200 km a spectrum is computed and afterwards all seg-651
ment spectra are averaged. The time-mean spectrum for each sub-region is derived by652
averaging the time-mean spectra of both diagonals. Averaging over all sub-regions gives653
one time-mean SSH anomaly spectrum for the Agulhas region (Fig. 9a).654
655
The spectrum from JASON-2 for the Agulhas region decreases towards smaller scales656
exponentially with a slope close to k−5, where k is the wavenumber (Fig.9a). At scales657
of 90 km, the spectrum turns to almost white noise due to the instrument noise. Xu and658
Fu (2012) suggested to identify the instrument noise as the mean PSD of the 25-35 km659
wavelength band (12.5-17.5 km scale band) and to remove that from the whole spectrum.660
However, at the small-scale end below 13 km, a drop in the spectrum is found - prob-661
ably due to the interpolation technique - that would lead to a too low estimate of the662
mean noise. Thus, we remove the mean 15.0-37.5 km noise from the entire spectrum,663
where it is associated with almost white noise. The corrected spectrum drops with ≈ k−5664
down to scales of 75 km and changes to a k−4 slope below. For the models, we interpo-665
late the five-day snapshots of SSH anomaly of the period 2012-2015 onto the mean track666
of the satellite data and proceed similarly as with the measured data. The SSH anoma-667
lies are referenced to the 2012-2015 mean SSH. The mean track is identified as the lin-668
ear regression through all measured data-points on the respective diagonal in each sub-669
region.670
671
The SSH spectra of the high-diffusion/dissipation experiments show too less PSD672
on all scales and decrease with an almost constant slope down to scales of about 30 km673
(Fig.9). At smaller scales, they drop due to the reduction of tracer variance (kinetic en-674
ergy) by the model diffusion (dissipation). INALT20r.L120.LowDiff is associated with675
more PSD in the small-scale range consistent with more simulated small-scale features676
as demonstrated in Sections 2 and 3. The spectrum from INALT60 shows very similar677
slopes compared to the observations above scales of 75 km (k−5) as well as below (k−4).678
The PSD is at all scales much higher than in INALT20r.L120.LowDiff and very close679
to the observations. The remaining small lack of PSD might be related to the absence680
of tidal induced motions in INALT60.681
The map of the mean spectral slope of the 79-150 km scale band reveals for the695
observations that regions of large mesoscale activity such as the Agulhas ring path, the696
retroflection and AC/ARC and adjacent regions are associated with steeper slopes close697
to k−5. Open ocean regions such as southwest of the Agulhas ring path and north and698
south of the ARC east of 36◦E show shallower slopes close to k−4 (Fig. 10e). Away from699
the Agulhas ring path, all model configurations are overall in good agreement with the700
observations with respect to the spectral slope. For the open ocean k−4 slopes are found701
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and for the retroflection, the ARC and adjacent regions k−5 slopes (Fig. 10). In the Ag-702
ulhas ring path, too steep slopes of around k−6 are found for the high-diffusion/dissipation703
configurations (Fig. 10a and 10b). Reducing the diffusion and the dissipation leads to704
shallower spectral slopes in the Agulhas ring path that are closer to the observations but705
for some sub-regions still steeper than k−6. In INALT60, the spectral slopes in the Ag-706
ulhas ring path are found to be close to k−5 and compare very well with those from the707
observations.708
709
To identify the impact of the submesoscale dynamics on the large mesoscales in the710
Agulhas ring path and to validate their simulation, we extend the length of the data lines711
and perform the computation of the spectra for a large region in the Agulhas ring path712
(26.88−41.17◦S, 1.42−12.74◦E, Fig. 10). Within this region, a spectrum is computed713
for each measured track that ranges over more than one of the small sub-regions iden-714
tified before. The spectral analysis is performed analogous to the method described above.715
Subsequently all spectra are averaged to one time-mean SSH spectrum for the Agulhas716
ring path and presented in Figure 9b. For scales smaller than 200 km, the results are717
similar to those of the whole Agulhas region. The shallowing of the spectral slope, when718
the diffusion and the dissipation of the model are reduced, is more pronounced in the719
Agulhas ring path consistent with the maps of the spectral slope. For scales larger than720
200 km, the PSD for the high-diffusion/dissipation experiments is found to be almost721
only half of the observed. This indicates a too weak mesoscale eddy field. Reducing the722
diffusion and the dissipation of the model leads to a small improvement in PSD. If also723
the horizontal resolution is increased, the PSD shows very good agreement with the ob-724
servations.725
5.2 Agulhas Eddy Detection733
In the Agulhas ring path, an increase of the mesoscale SSH spectral density, as shown734
in the previous section, can mainly be attributed to either an increase in the number of735
eddies or an increase in the strength of the eddies, or both. To specify this, the SSH-based736
automated eddy detection algorithm presented by Chelton, Schlax, and Samelson (2011)737
is applied to the daily CMEMS gridded L4 SSH product as well as to the daily model738
outputs interpolated onto the CMEMS grid for the same region in the Agulhas ring path739
(black box in Figure 10 and the period 2012 - 2017. The data-sets are temporally de-740
trended and the domain average is removed for each time-step before the eddy detec-741
tion. Anticyclones (Cyclones) are detected as connected sets of minimum 8 to maximum742
1000 pixels with SSH anomalies above (below) a given threshold, a local maximum (min-743
imum) with a maximum amplitude larger than 1 cm and a maximum distance of any744
pair of pixels of 700 km. The connected pixel-set is thereby divided into interior and perime-745
ter pixel, where the latter are associated with boundaries to the surrounding of the pixel-746
set. The maximum amplitude Amax of an eddy is then computed as the SSH difference747
of the value of the local interior extrema and the mean value of the perimeter pixels. For748
each time-step, the SSH fields are scanned for connected pixel-sets that fulfill the above-749
mentioned conditions for a threshold of -1 m (1 m) to 1 m (-1 m) with an increment of750
0.01 m for anticyclones (cyclones). If a connected region is identified to be an eddy, its751
interior pixels are removed from the further detection. The scale of an eddy is identi-752
fied to be the diameter of a circle with the same area as the detected pixel-set. A sin-753
gle eddy is detected at each daily mean model output time-step as long as it remains in754
the investigated domain. In the subsequent analysis we do not investigate single eddies755
but analyze the eddy characteristics in a statistically average sense. We present histograms756
of the average number of eddies in dependence on their amplitude, scale and direction757
of rotation for the Agulhas ring path region and the period 2012 - 2017. For a specific758
amplitude or scale range, the number of detected eddies with the respective properties759
is therefore summed up for all time-steps and then divided by the total number of time-760
steps.761
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762
The average eddy number does not increase substantially throughout the model763
experiments and is in good agreement with the observations. On average, about nine an-764
ticyclones as well as nine cyclones are detected in the domain for all experiments as well765
as for the observations. Only a small increase in average cyclone number from 8.4 to 9.2766
is found when the diffusion and the dissipation of the model are reduced and a very small767
increase in anticyclone number from 8.7 to 9.1 when the horizontal resolution is increased.768
Both values are very close to those of the observations (9.3 and 9.2). Moreover, the dis-769
tribution of the scale of all detected eddies is found to be very similar for all models and770
observations (Fig. 11b and 11f).771
772
Mesoscale Eddies and in particular cyclones are found to strengthen when the dif-773
fusion and the dissipation are reduced and especially when the horizontal resolution is774
increased. Weak anticyclones (cyclones) with amplitudes between 1 and 7 cm occur on775
average more often in the INALT20r configurations (in sum ≈ 4.1 (≈ 5.5)) than in IN-776
ALT60 (3.7 (3.8)) and the observations (3.3 (4.1)) (Fig. 11a and 11d). The amount of777
medium amplitude anticyclones (cyclones) with amplitudes between 7 and 20 cm is too778
small in the high-diffusion/dissipation experiments (≈ 2.3 (≈ 2.6)), larger in INALT20r.L120.LowDiff779
(2.8 (3.6)) and similar in INALT60 (3.3 (4.5)) and the observations (3.7 (4.2)). The in-780
crease in medium amplitude eddy number is restricted to scales below about 300 km (not781
shown). Two strong amplitude anticylones with amplitudes larger than 20 cm are de-782
tected on average in all simulations and in the observations. The average distribution783
of their scale is very similar (Fig. 11c). About one strong cyclone is detected on aver-784
age in INATL60 and the observations with a similar scale distribution (Fig. 11g). In con-785
trast to the anticyclones, on almost all scales too less strong cyclones are detected on av-786
erage in INALT20r.L120.LowDiff (0.5) and in particular in the high-diffusion/dissipation787
experiments (≈ 0.3). Consistently, the maximum amplitude of all cyclones averaged over788
10 km broad scale bands as a function of the scale shows the same results as we found789
for the SSH spectra (Fig. 11e compared to 9b, zoom).790
6 Conclusion and Discussion801
In this study, we compare a series of ocean model experiments to observations to802
show that the representation of mesoscale eddies in the Agulhas ring path improves with803
an increasing resolution of submesoscale flows. Commonly, ocean models are validated804
by comparing the time-mean and standard deviation of simulated sea-surface height (SSH)805
with gridded satellite altimeter products as well as vertical sections through important806
currents with respective measurements. Here, we extend the common validation of the807
mesoscale dynamics by comparing time-mean horizontal wavenumber spectra of simu-808
lated SSH with those from JASON-2 along-track altimetry as well as the results of an809
SSH-based eddy-detection algorithm applied to the model outputs as well as to a grid-810
ded SSH satellite product. The simulated small-scale mixed-layer dynamics are validated811
with sea-surface temperature (SST) horizontal-wavenumber spectra from the model ex-812
periments and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) swath mea-813
surements.814
815
We start with the non-submesoscale-resolving reference configuration INALT20r.L46.HighDiff816
with 1/20◦ horizontal resolution, 46 vertical levels, and relatively high model diffusion817
and model dissipation. The validation shows that, in the Agulhas ring path, the simu-818
lation is associated with too weak power spectral densities (PSD) on all scales, too steep819
spectral slopes, as well as too weak mesoscale eddies. In particular strong cyclones are820
not represented, while strong anticyclones are represented well. We hypothesize that the821
latter is due to a good representation of the Agulhas ring shedding in the simulation. Three822
parallel simulations are performed where we gradually increase the vertical resolution823
to 120 vertical levels (INALT20r.L120.HighDiff), decrease the diffusion and the dissipa-824
tion of the model (INALT20r.L120.LowDiff) and increase the horizontal resolution to825
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1/60◦ for the core Agulhas region (INALT60). An increase of only the vertical resolu-826
tion does not lead to a substantial improvement in small-, meso-, and largescale dynam-827
ics. An additional reduction of the diffusion and the dissipation of the model leads to828
an improvement of the Agulhas Current variability as well as Agulhas Under Current829
variability and strength to a good agreement with the observations by Beal et al. (2015).830
In the Agulhas ring path, the reduced diffusion and dissipation leads to the simulation831
of some small-scale flows, larger PSD on all scales, shallower spectral slopes, and a bet-832
ter representation of cyclone strength and number. A small increase in cyclone number833
is found that might be attributable to the improved representation of the AC/AUC vari-834
ability. Most of the mentioned results nevertheless show still a large gap to the obser-835
vations. This gap is closed with the implementation of the secondary 1/60◦ nest. In IN-836
ALT60, much more and much stronger submesoscale flows occur all over the domain and837
the mesoscale dynamics are well represented with respect to SSH variability, spectral slope,838
PSD as well as eddy number and strength. It has to be clarified, why substantial changes839
in SSH spectral slope are found only for the Agulhas ring path, while there is a good agree-840
ment with the observation throughout the model experiments away from the Agulhas841
ring path, consistent with similar temporal standard deviations of SSH. A limitation of842
the eddy detection method is the cut-off at the boundaries of the investigated region.843
The scale of detected eddies that continue outside the domain is underestimated. How-844
ever, this affects models and observations equally so that it does not bias the compar-845
ison.846
847
Comparing the time-mean SST horizontal-wavenumber spectra from the simula-848
tions and from MODIS satellite measurements is one of a few possible methods avail-849
able today for a systematic validation of the mixed-layer dynamics and further for a jus-850
tification of and guidance for the choice of advection schemes and explicit diffusion and851
dissipation. To our knowledge, this is the first study applying this approach. The 20 -852
50 km mean spectral slope shows a similar spatial pattern for INALT60 and the obser-853
vations with shallower slopes of about k−2.1 in the Agulhas ring path and steeper slope854
of about k−2.5 in the regions of the AC, the retroflection, the ARC and the subgyre. Fur-855
ther, the PSD agrees very well for the Agulhas ring path and the subgyre region east856
of the Agulhas Current. In the Agulhas ring path, the spectrum for INALT60 (INALT20r.L120.LowDiff)857
is in very good agreement with the observations down to 8 km (25 km). This justifies858
the use of upstream biased advection schemes without explicit diffusion and dissipation859
for this region. Below 8 km (25 km), the spectra drop due to the effect of the model dif-860
fusion and dissipation. The respective wavelengths are close to ten times the grid-spacing861
in accordance with the effective resolution identified by Souﬄet et al. (2016). In regions862
of strong large-scale temperature gradients as for the region of the retroflection and along863
the subtropical front, INALT60 is associated with too large PSD for all comparable scales.864
The associated lack of SST damping across all scales might be attributable to non-represented865
atmosphere-ocean interaction in ocean-only models that are most important in regions866
of strong SST gradients. Comparing an example winter-time snapshot with large cloud-867
free areas with the respective INALT60 snapshot shows too strong temperature gradi-868
ents in the model. This gives some evidence that the offset is not an artefact of the val-869
idation method.870
871
A major limitation of the validation via infrared derived SST is the the non-availability872
of satellite data for cloudy regions. Largest offsets are found in regions with large cloud-873
cover where the lowest amount of data is available. Systematic changes of the absolute874
SST for cloudy and cloud-free regions do not affect the spectral analysis. However, a de-875
pendence of submesoscale turbulence on clouds as well as a bias in the orientation of the876
cloud free lines to either zonal or meridional direction can lead to biases in the valida-877
tion. A further bias can arise from uncertainties in the estimation of the bulk SST from878
the skin SST during the post-processing of the MODIS products (Donlon et al., 2002;879
Kilpatrick et al., 2015; Schluessel, Emery, Grassl, & Mammen, 1990) used here. A part880
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of the uncertainties might be clarified by a spectral comparison to 4 km× 8 km resolu-881
tion satellite-based radar-derived surface velocities (Rouault, Mouche, Collard, Johan-882
nessen, & Chapron, 2010) or new high-resolution satellite altimeter products from the883
SWOT mission that will start in 2020 and are predicted to cover scales down to 10 km884
in the Agulhas region (Dufau et al., 2016).885
886
In contrast to SSH, the model SST spectra show similar PSD at the larger scales887
(> 100 km). We attribute this to the fact that the SST variability is to some extent pre-888
scribed at the larger scales by the atmospheric forcing which is associated with a coarse889
horizontal resolution of 0.5◦ (≈ 50 km). The results are, however, not contrary to the890
ones for SSH as SST amplitudes are no measure of the geostrophic flow. The Agulhas891
region is associated with very strong surface heat fluxes that are in the retroflection di-892
rected towards the atmosphere throughout the year (Walker & Mey, 1988; Yu & Weller,893
2007). These heat fluxes lead to a fast reduction in SST gradients, for example of recently894
shed Agulhas rings (Olson, Fine, & Gordon, 1992) compared to their surrounding.895
896
Simulated mesoscale dynamics are validated and compared with time-mean SSH897
anomaly horizontal-wavenumber spectra against JASON-2 along-track measurements.898
The spectral SSH slopes can further be compared to theoretical predictions. The bal-899
anced component of the flow can be decomposed into components due to interior poten-900
tial vorticity anomalies and surface density anomalies (Lapeyre & Klein, 2006). The two901
extrema, that one of both components is neglectable, predict spectral slopes of k−5 for902
interior-quasigeostrophic (IQG) dynamics (Charney, 1971) and k−11/3 for surface-quasigeostrophic903
(SQG) dynamics (Blumen, 1978; Held, Pierrehumbert, Garner, & Swanson, 1995), where904
k is the wavenumber. In SQG theory, advection by the ageostrophic flow is neglected.905
If included, it leads to a theoretical k−4 slope (Boyd, 1992; Xu & Fu, 2011). Semi-geostrophic906
(SG) theory predicts a k−8/3 slope for the kinetic energy spectrum (Andrews & Hoskins,907
1978) that is close to the IQG prediction of k−3. For the greater Agulhas region, the SSH908
spectral slope has been derived from satellite altimetry to be close to the surface quasi-909
geostrophic (SQG) predicted value of k−3.7 for the 100 - 300 km wavelength band (scales910
of 50 - 150 km) by Le Traon, Klein, Hua, and Dibarboure (2008) and for the 70 - 250 km911
wavelength band (scales of 35 - 125 km) by Xu and Fu (2011). In the core Agulhas re-912
gion (the region with 1/60◦ resolution in INALT60), Xu and Fu (2011) found steeper slopes913
of k−4 consistent with SQG theory including ageostrophic advection. These estimates,914
however, did not remove the measurement noise from the spectra before the computa-915
tion of the spectral slope. Xu and Fu (2012) showed that the spectral slope estimates916
for the Agulhas region are associated with values of k−4 - k−4.5, when the mean white917
noise of the 25 - 35 km wavelength band is subtracted from the whole spectra before that.918
Regions of strong mesoscale activity are found to be associated with steeper spectral slopes919
than quieter regions (Chassignet & Xu, 2017; Dufau et al., 2016; Richman, Arbic, Shriver,920
Metzger, & Wallcraft, 2012; Sasaki & Klein, 2012; Xu & Fu, 2012). In this study, we find921
slopes from JASON-2 along-track observations that are very close to SQG prediction in-922
cluding ageostrophic advection in regions of low mesoscale activity (south-west of the923
Agulhas ring path as well as north and south of the ARC east of 36◦E) and close to the924
IQG and SG prediction in more energetic regions (everywhere else in the Agulhas region)925
for scales that are larger than about 75 km. A scale of 75 km corresponds to a wave-926
length of 150 km which is close to the wavelength 2piRd of the Rossby radius of defor-927
mation Rd that is about 25 km in the Agulhas region (Chelton, Deszoeke, Schlax, El Nag-928
gar, & Siwertz, 1998). For smaller scales, just above the noise floor, shallower slopes are929
found that follow the SQG including ageostrophic advection prediction. Unbalanced mo-930
tions might also contribute to the shallowing of the slope (Callies & Ferrari, 2013; Qiu931
et al., 2018). However, a separation of the SSH spectrum into a balanced and an unbal-932
anced contribution, as applied by Qiu et al. (2018) to a global 1/48◦ horizontal resolu-933
tion model, showed that balanced motions in the core Agulhas region dominate the SSH934
spectrum down to scales of 25 km or even smaller. Further research is needed to iden-935
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tify, which theoretical model is appropriate to describe the underlying dynamics. The936
good agreement of the spectral slope from the observations and INALT60 gives some con-937
fidence that the shallowing of the spectral slope at scales of about 75 km we found for938
the observations is not an artefact of the instrument noise. Our results thus suggest that939
the spectral slope changes within the scale band that Xu and Fu (2012) used for the com-940
putation of the slope. This can explain why they estimated shallower slopes than we find941
here. The steep slopes of k−5 are only identified when they are averaged over a scale band942
that is located above the wavelength of the Rossby radius.943
944
Idealized gyre simulations with integration periods of 100 years by Le´vy et al. (2010)945
showed that the simulated gyre circulation strengthened when the horizontal resolution946
is increased from 1/9◦ to 1/54◦. Assuming, their results are adaptable to the Indo-Atlantic947
supergyre, they indicate that there might be a submesoscale impact on the strength of948
the Agulhas Current, and thus on the Agulhas ring shedding, that is not captured in our949
simulations. A much longer simulation, resolving the submesoscale dynamics for the full950
Indo-Atlantic supergyre, would be needed to address this.951
952
Concluding, the increasing resolution of submesoscale flows is found to be accom-953
panied by a better representation of the mesoscale eddies in the simulated Agulhas ring954
path. The eddies are found to strengthen, the more submesoscale flows are resolved by955
the model. The model solution converges to the observations in our 1/60◦ ocean sim-956
ulation INALT60. Our results indicate that submesoscale dynamics drive a strong in-957
verse kinetic energy cascade in the Agulhas ring path. This will be investigated in a follow-958
on study.959
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Figure 5. Sea-Surface Temperature (SST) in ◦C on October 30th 2017 from MODIS TERRA
(a)) and INALT60 (b)) and the respective absolute value of the SST gradient (c) and d)).
White areas are associated with clouds. Arrows in a) and b) show the location of a submesoscale
cold-core eddy. The absolute value of the SST gradient for a second swath with large cloud-free
areas taken on October 22nd 2017 is shown in e) and compared to the one from the respective
INALT60 snapshot (f). The location of each region is marked in the small maps on the left hand
side. Grey lines show the boundaries of the 4◦ × 4◦ subregions used for the spectral analysis for
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The number of MODIS pictures with more than 100 cloud-free, one-kilometer-
broad lines longer than 200 km that were used for the spectral analysis for 4◦× 4◦ subregions (a).
Below the mean logarithmic SST spectral slope n (k−n, left, b - d) and mean SST power spectral
density (e - g, right) for the 20 - 50 km scale band of the 2012 - 2017 time-mean SST spectra for
each subregion in INALT60, MODIS, and their difference are shown. The boxes mark the subre-
gions used for the spectra shown in Figure 7. Contours show the time-mean SST from INALT60
respectively from the gridded 9 km day- and nighttime MODIS products (NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, Ocean Ecology Laboratory, Ocean Biology Processing Group, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c,
2015d).
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Figure 7. The 2012 - 2017 time-mean SST spectra for the Agulhas ring path (a) and the
retroflection (b). Both subregions are marked in Figure 6. The horizontal scale is identified as
half the wavelength λ.
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Figure 8. Time-mean (left) and standard deviation (middle) of daily sea-surface height (SSH)
for the period 2012 - 2017 from INALT20r.L46.HighDiff (a and b), INALT20r.L120.HighDiff (d
and e), INALT20r.L120.LowDiff (g and h), INALT60 (j and k) and from the satellite-derived L4
CMEMS product (m and n). The black line shows the Agulhas Current time-series (ACT) sec-
tion. The domain average has been subtracted for the left panels. Right: Mean velocity in cms−1
at the ACT section for the time period from May 2010 to February 2013 from the simulations
(c, f, i, l) and from observations by Beal et al. (2015) (o). Orange contours show cross-section
”northeastward” velocities with a contour interval of 1 cms−1, black and violet contours mark
”southwestward” velocities with a contour interval of 5 and 10 cms−1. The 5 cms−1 isotach from
the observations in the lower right panel is also shown in the plots for the models with a cyan
line.
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Figure 9. The 2012-2015 time-mean horizontal-wavenumber spectra derived from JASON-
2 along-track sea-surface height anomalies and the same tracks picked from the model output.
The tracks are shown as gray lines in Figure 10. For the greater Agulhas region (a), the spectra
were first averaged in time and for each sub-region (rectangulars in Figure 10) before a spatial
average over all sub-regions. The spectra for the model experiments have been computed from
snapshots each fifth day and for the observations from the measured tracks each tenth day. For
the observations, the original spectrum is shown, as well as the one where the mean noise of the
15.0-37.5 km scale band is removed from the whole spectrum. Thin straight lines show k−5 and
k−4 slopes, where k is the wavenumber. Darkgray lines mark the 79-150 km scale band for the
computation of the spectral slope for Figure 10. The horizontal scale is identified as half the
wavelength λ. For the Agulhas ring path (b), all spectra for the measurement tracks that range
over more than one sub-region within the black box in Figure 10 are averaged. The y-axis is the
same as in a). A zoom with linearly scaled axes is shown in the sub-window for the marked box.
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Figure 10. The mean spectral slope of the time-mean (2012-2015) spectrum for each sub-
region in the 79-150 km scale band for INALT20r.L46.HighDiff (a), INALT20r.L120.HighDiff (b),
INALT20r.L120.LowDiff (c), INALT60 (d) and JASON-2 with removed noise (e). The slope n
is shown with respect to k−n where k is the wavenumber. Gray lines show the JASON-2 mea-
surement tracks and black contours the time-mean SSH reduced by the domain average with a
contour interval of 0.2 m. The black box marks the region of the Agulhas ring path used for the
computation of the SSH spectra (Fig.9b) and for the eddy detection (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11. Histograms of the average number of anticyclones (top) and cyclones (bottom)
in the Agulhas ring path region (black box in Fig.10) as a function of their maximum ampli-
tude (left, a) and d)) and scale (middle) for the period 2012 - 2017. The eddies were detected
with the SSH-based approach of Chelton et al. (2011) in a daily, 0.25◦ gridded, L4 SSH obser-
vational product from CMEMS and in the model outputs interpolated onto the observational
grid. The histograms for the eddy scale are shown for all eddies (middle) and for all eddies with
Amax > 20 cm (right). The summed up average number of eddies for each range are shown in the
tables with the same color as the respective graphs. For the cyclones additionally the average of
the maximum amplitude of all cyclones within 10 km broad scale bands are shown as a function
of the scale in e) to compare with the SSH spectra shown in Figure 9b (zoom).
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